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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY



Clifford Machines & Technology has a proud tradition of almost 50 years of producing
affordable, reliable, innovative and productive capital equipment to markets throughout

the world.

Our core customer philosophy is to create meaningful and mutually beneficial
relationships with our customers and enter into long term sustainable partnerships

engendering trust, respect, growth, and profitability. Many of our customers who have
joined the Clifford Family have rewarded our focus to this philosophy by ordering

multiple machines from us over the years.



BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY

ENGINEERING

INNOVATION

FLEXIBILITY

SUPPORT

Modular design
Upgradeable

Robust construction
Continuous production

Low maintenance

Component tracability
Remote diagnostics

Worldwide technical service
Full documentation & manuals

Advanced welding systems
Low power consumption

Quick set up times
Multiple configurations

Online system monitoring



reinforcing machines can
accommodate both off coil and precut material with
diameters ranging from 1.6mm to 16mm.

Multiple machine configurations and options are
available depending on customers end product
requirements, budget, material handling requirements
and automation.

Options include:

 Pre cut and off coil wire systems
 Various payoff options
 Quick change welding portals
 Various weld press choices
 Fully automatic changeover systems
 Line wire accumulation systems
 Wire straightening banks
 Stacking and Turning systems
 Mesh conveyors
 Slitters and Trimmers
 Mesh tying stations
 Mesh weighing stations
 Mesh stacking systems
 Coiling systems for mesh rolls
 Single or flush double cut shears
 High production double throw

cross wire machines

Clifford's
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reinforcing machines are
capable of producing a wide range of
reinforcing products, from coiled reinforcing
mesh to heavy reinforcing mesh panels.

Due to the versatility of Clifford machines it is
also possible to weld precision fencing
products and mining mesh. The possibilities
are endlesss!

Clifford's

With all of the possibilities and options
available for the reinforcing mesh welders, it
is not possible to adequately cover all these
choices in our brochure.

Completion of a Needs Analysis together with
a consultation with our experienced
representatives will help narrow down your
requirements in order to supply you with a
machine that perfectly matches your budget
and requirements.



Please note that all product specifications, technical data and pictures within this brochure may change due to continued improvement to our

machines.

If your product requirement is outside the stated figures within this brochure, please contact us to find out how your product can be

accommodated.

Product
Width

Wire Ø 1.6mm

REINFORCING PRODUCT GUIDE

Coiled

Min

Panels

6.0mm

1200mm

4.0mm 16.0mm

MaxMin Max

3300mm 3300mm1200mm

reinforcing machines come
in various shapes and sizes. Included in the
range are dual lane brick mesh welding
machines. The machine is capable of
manufacturing mesh in coil or flat formats.
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